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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AESTHETIC

PREJUDICE IN FRENCH

ENLIGHTENMENT COMMENTARIES ON

HUMAN VARIETY

Elizabeth Rechniewski

I n his recent overview of the origins of racism, George M.
Fredrickson argues that the influence of Enlightenment thinking

on attitudes towards human diversity was ambiguous, a consequence
of "the dual character of Enlightenment rationalism-its simultaneous
challenge to hierarchies based on faith, superstition and prejudice
and the temptation it presented to create new ones allegedly based
on reason, science and history".! On the one hand, the Enlightenment
concern with tolerance, civil rights and liberties, and its critique of
existing institutions, created the intellectual climate in which it was
possible to reconsider attitudes and practices towards those peoples
who were the victims of prejudice, exclusion, or, worse, of conquest
and slavery. On the other hand, as the philosophers stripped away
religious interpretations of the world, it became possible to understand
humankind as belonging not to God but to Nature, and thus to be
the object of scientific scrutiny, with its accompanying c1assifications.2

But what was to constitute the basis of classification? What features,
which criteria, would be selected for purposes of identification and
distinction in the case of human diversity? Would purely scientific
criteria be found, able to resist the influence of traditional ideas and
the admixture of moral or aesthetic prejudice? I have shown in a
previous article on ideas about national difference in the Enlightenment
the "temptation" to reproduce traditional prejudice about other
nations in new forms. 3
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A number of recent texts have pointed to the significance ofaesthetic
criteria in the construction of hierarchies of human variety in the
Enlightenment period. Fredrickson argues that the aesthetic aspect
of eighteenth century racial attitudes deserves more attention than it
has received, for the prevailing monogenic theory assuming a single
origin of humankind "did not preclude an aesthetic revulsion against
some non-Europeans as ugly, if not monstruous in appearance"."
George Mosse writes that in assigning a place to human variety
"natural science and the moral and aesthetic ideals of the ancients
joined hands".5 Similarly, David Bindman in Ape to Apollo: Aesthetics
and the Idea ofRace in the 18th Century argues that "attitudes towards
non-European peoples were almost always linked to some notion of
physical beauty or the capacity of an observer for aesthetic response".6

Hindman argues in the main from English and German sources and
moves fairly quickly to late-eighteenth and nineteenth century texts.
For Bindman, the pivotal year in the stabilising of ideas of race around
aesthetic prejudice is 1775: that was the year when Kant, B1umenbach
and Lavater published key works on the question of race. This article
discusses the aesthetic hierarchy that can be discerned in French
sources of the mid-eighteenth century, in particular Diderot's
Encyclopedie, published in the 1750S and 1760s, and Huffon's Histoire
Naturelle. Buffon's massive thirty-eight-volume work was published
between 1749 and 1788. The first three volumes, which included the
one on Man, were published together in 1749, just before the first
volumes of the Encyclopedie. In scale it rivalled the Encyclopedie and was
extremely influential on the encyclopedistes, as on eighteenth century
thought in general.? The ideas about human variety found in Histoire
Naturelle and the Encyclopedie constitute a relatively coherent system
of thought at this mid-point of the century and I have used passages
from both sources to highlight the main points and to demonstrate
the similarities between them.s The Encyclopedie is invaluable because
it presents a summary of "enlightened" opinion-indeed its ideas are
often plagiarised from contemporary sources, particularly French
ones. Moreover-because of its aim to be exhaustive-it has entries
upon the full range of issues, such as human variety, slavery, and
beauty, that are relevant to the subject of this article.

The term "aesthetic" did not, of course, have its modern meaning
in the eighteenth century. Aesthetics as a clearly defined and distinct
area of study was a creation of the eighteenth century, the key text
often recorded as the publication of Baumgarten's Aesthetica in 1750.
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There continued to be a confusion of moral and what we would consider
properly aesthetic judgements. The entry "Beau" by Diderot in the
Encyclopedie puts it thus: "providence has seen to it that for us a thing
that is really beautiful is generally good".9 This entry, moreover, contains
a long discussion in which "Ie beau litteraire", "Ie beau naturel", "Ie
beau moral" are listed as forms of beauty: a poem, a landscape, an act
could all be beautiful, their beauty recognisable to any observer not
distracted by various nefarious influences; in other words, the
objective existence of beauty was not in doubt. The same entry
explains that beauty is to be found in the proportionate relationship
between e1ements,1O a definition that will be shown to be relevant to
the judgements passed on human appearance. The ideal of beauty
conveyed implicitly and explicitly in many entries is exemplified in
the plates that illustrate techniques of drawing the human form: the
most perfect proportions are represented by Greek statues.

In part inspired by the success of Linnaeus in classifying plants
and animals (Systema Naturae, 1735), French philosophers sought to
extend systematic categorisation to man and even to society. In De
lesprit des lois, Montesquieu sought to classify the variety of social and
political forms. In Histoire Naturelle, Buffon sought to classify the
wealth of plant, animal, human and mineral forms. Buffon, sometimes
described as the founder of anthropology, II undertook a far more
extensive review and classification of mankind than the early Linnaeus.
And unlike Linnaeus's taxonomic system,12 Buffon argued that
classification should correspond to the closeness, utility and so on of
plants and animals to man-an openly anthropocentric approach.
Much has been written about the divergences between the classifications
proposed by Buffon and Linnaeus, and about the internal consistency
of Buffon's approach. 13 Targeting Linnaeus, Buffon criticised the
arbitrary nature of classifications that focused on particular structural
features to the exclusion ofothers, and which imposed clear distinctions
where nature was composed only of individuals. In his discussion of
humankind, however, as I will demonstrate, he does not heed his
own caveats but tends to create groupings based on arbitrarily
chosen features (hair type, for example) and generalises about the
physical, moral and aesthetic qualities supposedly shared by the
groups thus identified.

What is apparently progressive in his classification of humans is
his almost total abandonment of reference to the traditional theory
of the humours. Whereas Linnaeus, in his classification of human
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types, uses the distinctive terms cholericus, sanguineus, phlegmatic and
melancho!icus,14 Buffon almost never uses such terminology. The
apparent modernity of his nomenclature may have contributed to his
influence on his own and later generations. As we shall see, however,
in his description of the Negroes of Africa, synonyms for "pWegmaticus"
abound, and in other ways, too, Buffon incorporates traditional elements
into his system.

Thus Buffon continued a long tradition of explaining variation in
humankind by the influences of the milieu: climate, air, soil, terrain
a view that was widely shared by his contemporaries. The strength of
the explanation by climate derived from a number of factors: its
origin in the Ancient writers; the importance thus attributed to
Nature; the parallels that could be drawn between human, and plant
and animal adaptation; the scientific gloss added by Montesquieu's
famous experiments on the tissue of a sheep's tongue; when cold was
applied, the tissues contracted, like muscles gathering for action;
with heat, the tissue relaxed. 1

j The conclusion that a hot climate led
to idleness and passivity in humans seemed inescapable.

Climate gives the philosophers, then, an initial polarisation in
discussions of human variety: peoples of the North versus those of
the South. Even within Europe, such distinctions were made: in his
multiple entries in the Encyclopedie on European nations, de Jaucourt
develops a running contrast between the Scandinavian countries
the true birthplace of freedom, writes de Jaucourt-and for example
Spain, a country given over to superstition and neglect of the arts.
But climate can be the source of much broader categorisation, one
that explains the physical and moral qualities of all the peoples of the
world: in De l'esprit des lois, Northern climes are described as producing
societies of strong, hardy and freedom-loving men; Southern peoples
are characterised by passivity and idleness. 16 The best human speci
mens-eharacterised by the conjunction of moral, aesthetic, physical
excellence-are to be found in climates which avoid the extremes of
heat or cold.

A key passage which illustrates the importance of climate in
Buffon's argument-a passage which is repeated almost word for
word in the Encyclopedie entry, "Humaine espece"-is found at the
end of the section "Varietes dans I'espece humaine" in the volume on
Man. Throughout the two hundred pages in which Buffon passes in
review the peoples of the earth, an implicit standard is being applied;
this explicit assertion appears as though at the end of a demonstration,
as though a culmination and conclusion of his argument:
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The most temperate climate lies between the 40th and
50th degree of latitude; it is accordingly in this zone that
one finds the most handsome and well proportioned men.
It is from this climate that one should derive the idea of
the true natural colour of mankind and the model or
unity (ideal) to which should be compared all the other
shades of colour and of beauty. The two extremes are
equally remote from truth and from beauty. The civilised
countries situated under this zone are Georgia, Circassia,
the Ukraine, Turkey in Europe, Hungary, the south of
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, France and the northern part
of Spain; all these peoples are accordingly the most hand
some and well-proportioned in the world. 17

This list of most favoured countries begins with Georgia, thus
echoing a traditional idea that Georgians are the most beautiful
people in the world. The choice of this particular region-apart from
its obvious eurocentrism-seems, according to Londa Schiebinger, to
result from the value ascribed to women from this region on the
Levantine slave market from the thirteenth to the late-fifteenth
century.l~ By drawing the line in the South at the fortieth latitude,
Buffon excludes most of Greece; placing the Northernmost edge at
the fiftieth includes all but a fraction of France, but excludes Britain
totally. In 1775, Kant extended the region to the thirty-first and fifty
second degrees, thus including Greece and North Africa to the South
and most of present-day Germany to the North.

This one passage contains almost all the major themes which
reverberate through the Frenchphilosophes' preoccupation with classifYing
and judging mankind at this point in the mid-eighteenth century.
First, there is the importance attached to climate in determining
appearance-in fact, Buffon refines the almost universal Enlightenment
assumption that skin colour is determined by the sun, for he notes
that it is not always the case that peoples living in the same latitude
are of the same colour; an additional factor must be at work and
Buffon finds it in the temperature of the air and its excessive dryness
in extremes of heat and cold. Are not Lapplanders almost as black as
those living in equatorial Africa?

The second point to note is the accompanying aesthetic judgement:
the extremes of climate are equally unpropitious to the human stock,
producing men who-as Buffon expresses it in the passage cited
are "equally remote from Truth and from Beauty". An additional
assumption is apparent here, that the original colour of the human
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stock is white; elsewhere Buffon writes that white is "the original
colour of nature", and adds: "Nature as perfect as she can be, made
men white".19 The idea that the original humans were like Europeans
is further illustrated by Buffon's frequently made claim that certain
facial characteristics of "savages", such as flat noses or elongated
skulls, were the result of mothers squashing their infants' noses or
skulls at birth, the assumption being that straight noses are the original
feature and that flat noses are artificial and unnatural.

The plate that opens the volume on Man is revealing and explicit.
It shows a man and a woman apparently in the state of nature
(portrayed naked and amidst rocks) and yet approximating closely to
a European ideal: both are light-skinned and their facial features and body
structure seem European-the man has a roman nose, flowing locks and a
lush beard but an almost complete absence of hair on his body.

The possession of a beard was a feature which Bernier in 1684 had
already used as one of the distinguishing criteria of Europeans: hair
on the male European chin is a positive distinguishing mark from the
(supposedly) beardless native Americans and Mongolians. 20 Hair or
the lack of it, its texture, its position on the body, are also invested
with judgements of aesthetic superiority and inferiority in Histoire
Naturelle and the Encyclopidie.21 Hair on the head is aesthetically
pleasing if it consists of flowing locks and not of the "wool" which is
the term often used to describe the hair of Negroes: "Their skin is
very dark; their hair is truly wool, and their sheep have hair".22 In this
passage, the term "Iaine" is reinforced by the adjective "veritable"
which encourages the reader to go beyond the simple visual analogy
to recognise the brutish nature beneath, reducing the natives to the
level of animals, or lower, since their sheep have hair.

Buffon, like most of the French phi/osophes, believed-following
the Biblical story-that all humans belonged to one original stock
(monogenesis); clearly he also believed that this stock had originated
in Europe. As men spread out across the globe, the action of factors,
including primarily climate, but also food and living conditions in
general, led to variation.2.1 Buffon does not hesitate to speak not
simply of variation, but of degeneration in some branches of
humanity exposed to extreme environments. Only in the temperate
zones did the climate and conditions of life combine to allow the
development of societies that were "policees", that is to say, civilised
and peopled with beautiful inhabitants. Buffon appears to have been
the first to define certain peoples-he sometimes uses the word
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"race" but not consistently-as degenerations of an original stock;
the very first people he describes in "Varietes", are those found in the
far North, in Lapland and the North ofTartary whom he describes as
"a race of men who seem to have degenerated from the human species".24

Buffon's criteria of difference between peoples come under three
headings which he defines himself as first colour, second form and
third size, in terms of their natural disposition.25 Colour he declares
to be the first and most remarkable of the differences, a claim which
would seem to be quite as arbitrary as Linnaeus's taxonomy.26 The
first three criteria: colour (of hair, eyes, skin), form, and size (of body,
facial and cranial structure) are in their application infused with moral
and aesthetic judgements combined. Small is generally negative, close
to stunted, and often associated with stupidity. Thus the peoples of
the far North are described as: "a race of men of small stature,
strange in appearance, whose savage features are as brutish as their
customs".27 They are "lacking in courage, in self-respect, in modesty;
this contemptible people has only enough customs to be despised".28
They are further described as the "avortons" of humanity: puny,
stunted specimens, the runt of the litter; the only difference between
the peoples of the far North resides in their greater or lesser degree
of "difformite".29 This is one of the many descriptions by Buffon
taken up in the entry "Humaine espece" in the Encyclopedie, where
Diderot repeats the association of ugliness, physical deformity and
moral degeneracy: ''All these ugly peoples are coarse, superstitious
and stupid".31l

But it is not only at the extremes of climate that human beings are
negatively affected-a multitude of smaller distinctions are made
both in Histoire Naturelle and in the Encyclopedie. In the entry
"Humaine espece", Buffon's "narrowly ethnocentric" aesthetic ideal)1
is taken up uncritically by Diderot, as he summarises Buffon's
lengthy descriptions of the peoples of the world, retaining and even
emphasising the aesthetic judgements of his contemporary. He
makes frequent use of terms such as "laid" and "beau": the term "laid"
and close synonyms such as "grossier" occur at least ten times in the
entry;)2 the terms "beaulbelle" fifteen times.)) The key and often
repeated positive expression to describe a people is as "bien faits"
well made, well proportioned~orresponding to the idea that beauty
is to be found in a certain relationship of elements. Examples include
the comparison between the Tunquinois and the Cochinchinois,
where it is asserted that since the Tunquinois "live in a better
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country and a milder climate, {they] are better proportioned and less
ugly than the Cochinchinois". 3~ Note the usual assumption of a link
between favourable climate and human beauty. There is also an
assumption of an association between regular and well-proportioned
features and whiteness of skin. That this is the norm is expressed by
the use of the conjunction "but" in the following example: "The
Spanish are thin and quite small. They have a slim build, a nice head,
regular features, fine eyes and quite regular teeth, but a yellow and
swarthy complexion".3l

In the ancient continent of Africa, Buffon identifies a number of
distinct peoples: "there are as many varieties of blacks as there are
among whites".3b Northern Africa is peopled by Arabs (the Maures);
further South he distinguishes two broad races: the Negres and the
Cafres (Kaffirs). Who are the Negroes? It is clear-as Buffon's gaze
ranges across the continent-that Negroes are defined as those
peoples who are apt to be taken into slavery. They are not, for
example, the Hottentots, who, though a "wretched people", are not
only not as black as the Negroes but are, Buffon writes, jealous of
their liberty, whereas the true Negroes "easily accustom themselves
to the yoke of servitude".37 Negroes are different again from the
peoples of Sofala who "although quite dark are different from the
Negroes; their features are softer and less ugly, their body has no
unpleasant odour and they cannot endure servitude or work".38 This
description implies a link between positive aesthetic qualities ("less
ugly") and the resistance to servitude.

Such descriptions provide a clear example of the transformation
of a social relationship into a "natural" one: "Negroes" is a socially
constructed category dependent on a particular economic context
and power relationship, that of slavery and the slave trade.39 In the
Encyclopedie, the entry on the "Code noir" similarly uses the terms
"Negres" and "esclaves" or "esclaves noirs" interchangeably as quasi
synonyms. Thus Buffon's classificatory system in fact reflects the
reality of slavery: the dividing lines he draws, the criteria he uses,
correspond to the commercial interests and agricultural practices of
slave traders and plantation owners. Thus it is shocking, but not
surprising, to find the great Buffon discussing which Negroes make
the best slaves "pour nos iles", in other words, for the French West
Indies.40 Similar comments can again be found in the Encyclopedie, in
the entry "Negres. Commerce" for example, where the author lists
the best sources for slaves: "les meilleurs negres".4J
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Comments on the "natureI", the natural disposition of the
Negroes (their idleness and craftiness, for example), reflect a context
where they were slaves; information about their lives in Africa (often
drawn from missionaries in the slave colonies4~ functions as an
implicit justification of slavery. Left to themselves in their own lands,
the Negroes produce nothing, Buffon claims: they take no advantage
of the fertile valleys but live in the most barren and inhospitable
places.43 Buffon rails against the cruelty of many slave masters but he
never condemns slavery as such. Indeed, his descriptions of the
characteristics and lives of the Negroes, even of their appearance which,
as we have seen, brings them close to animals, are implicit explanations
of slavery, even justifications. The Negroes languish in brutish conditions
until a stronger force makes them productive for others and for them
selves, doing necessary violence to their natural disposition.

Although this article has concentrated on the aesthetic discourse
surrounding human variety in the mid-eighteenth century French
Enlightenment, it should be emphasised that ideas about the nature
and origins of human variety were caught up in a range of discourses.
It is not clear that aesthetic judgement is the primary or the
originating source of discrimination. Rather it is one clement in a
complex series of categorisations which sometimes reinforced one
another, and were sometimes contradictory. And the categories
themselves had different boundaries, different qualities and functions
in different discursive contexts. Thus, "savages" might be the ugliest,
most wretched and unfortunate of men, cursed by climate and the
accidents of nature-like those of Nouvelle Hollande, whom Buffon
describes as the most miserable of men and those who most nearly
approached brute animals.44 But in a different discursive context
they might re-appear in the guise of Natural Man, healthy, free and
untroubled, whose simple life and virtues served as a foil to criticise
the social vices and corruption ofcontemporary Europe. This ambiguity
can be found at the level of individual thinkers, as the writings of
Voltaire, Rousseau and de Jaucourt, illustrate: the same author might
deploy contradictory characterisations in a single text, in different
contexts. Thus Voltaire, in Essai sur les M(J!urs, deplores the brutish
state of the Cafres and Hottentots on page ten, and yet on page
twenty-three compares the same peoples, along with other savage
nations, favourably to the "true savages" of Europe: "the rustics who
vegetate in our villages, and the sybarites who languish in our
towns".45 The various categorisations served different functions. But
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in each case the humans disappeared behind the uses and abuses to
which they were put by the interested classifications of the
philosophes, when reason, science, nature and aesthetic judgements
were often summoned to justify prejudice, traditional ideas and the
social and economic status quo (what is real is natural and rational).

David Bindman sees 1775/6 as the pivotal year in the hardening of
ideas about race and the construction of racial hierarchies, the year
in which Blumenbach, Lavater and Kant published key texts on
the subject. Clearly influenced by Buffon's ideas on degeneration,
Blumenbach distinguished four races in the 1776 edition of On the
Natural Varieties of Mankind, in later editions five, the differences
arising through degeneration from an original stock. Though not an
advocate of racial hierarchy, he held that the Caucasian was the
primeval variety and the most beautiful, possessing notably the most
beautiful skul1.46 Lavater concurred: "The beauty and the ugliness of
a face has a correct and exact relationship to the beauty and ugliness
of a person's moral condition'>47-especially the form of the skull:
"the forehead of the Apollo indicates more wisdom, reflection, spirit,
energy and sentiment than the flat nose of a Negro.,,4x

Kant, who was, according toJohn Zammito, "steeped in the writings
of Buffon" (as also of Maupertuis, Bonnet and Haller4~ repeats, and
even elaborates on the kind of judgements cited in this article.
Discussing different national capacities to appreciate aesthetic and
moral qualities in Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and the
Sublime (1764), Kant asserts: "The Negroes of Africa have by nature
no feeling that rises above the trifling,,50-thus the inferior races have
no feeling for the sublime, not even for the beautiful. On two occasions
in later works, Kant cites the example of the Iroquois who was
shown the sights of Paris but appreciated only the cook-shops.51 The
higher faculties of discrimination thus accorded to the Europeans
add one more criterion, in addition to skin colour, nose, profile, hair,
and so on, to the search for distinctiveness which preoccupies
Enlightenment writers on human variety.

In his 1775 essay on the different races of man, ltOn den verschiedenen
Racen des Memchen, Kant argues for the existence of four distinct
races, three of which are degenerations from an original stem genus:
white brunette, which existed between the 31st and 52nd parallels in
the Old World. The stem genus is currently best approximated by
the inhabitants of Northern Germany, writes Kant: "very blond, soft
white-skinned, red-haired, pale blue eyes".52 He puts forward a
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number of reasons for believing in the existence of separate races,
and particularly in the essential difference between Negroes and
Whites: one is self-evident-"The reason for assuming the Negroes
and Whites to be fundamental races is self-evident" - the context
makes clear he is referring to their appearance.

j3
He argues further

that they must belong to different races since, if they intermarry,
they produce children that are hybrid: deviations that developed
from the original stem therefore maintain themselves over time.
Kant thus nuances Buffon's argument that human beings belong to
the same stock. Whereas most eighteenth century writers on human
variety had been limited by the Biblical tradition and the assumption
of monogenesis, Kant, in his "Critique of the Teleological Power of
Judgement", shows an interest in arguments in favour of epigenesis.54

In his Introduction to Race and the Enlightenment, Emmanuel
Chukwudi Eze argues that it is mistaken to believe that Kant's writings
on race are a sideline to his main concerns: "rarely is it noted that
Kant devoted the largest period of his career to research in, and
teaching of, anthropology and cultural geography".ss These comments
are supported by Michele Cohen-Halimi who points out that Kant
was the first to introduce the discipline of physical geography into
the university and that while his early courses were limited to purely
physical descriptions of the earth, from 1772 to 1773 he extended his
concerns to anthropology.j~It is striking that his descriptions of the
various peoples of the earth in such courses reveal the intermingling
of moral and aesthetic judgements. Thus, in his lectures on physical
geography, Kant writes:

In the hot countries, the human being matures in all aspects
earlier, but does not, however, reach the perfection of those in the
temperate zones. Humanity is at its greatest perfection in the race of
the whites. The yellow Indians do have a meagre talent, the Negroes
are far below them and at the lowest point are a part of the American
peoples .... All inhabitants of the hottest zones are exceptionally
lethargic. With some this laziness is somewhat mitigated by rule and
force .... The inhabitant of the temperate parts of the world, above all
the central part, has a more beautiful body, works harder, is more
jocular, more controlled in his passions, more intelligent than any
other race of people in the world. That is why, at all points in time
these peoples have educated others and controlled them with weapons.57

Such comments lead seamlessly on from the moral and aesthetic
to the political: lethargy, laziness, lack of self-control justify, indeed
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require, intervention, even violence. Similar judgements can be
found in his more strictly philosophical writings too: a throwaway
line in the "Critique of the Teleological Power ofJudgement" questions
the point of the existence of the New Hollanders and the Fuegians:
"... yet one does not see why it is necessary that human beings exist (a
question which, ifone thinks about the New Hollanders or the Fuegians
might not be so easy to answer)".58

This briefdiscussion of Kant's ideas on race indicates how widespread
such ideas were, even amongst those thinkers who might be expected
to be most inured against them; who might be expected to question
the basis of 'information' which was so readily and uncritically
repeated. The similarity between Kant's arguments and those of
Buffon and the encyclopedistes reinforces Eze's comment on the inter
dependence of ideas about race in the Enlightenment.59 Diderot
quotes Buffon, Kant (1764) quotes Hume's notorious footnote on the
(in)capacities of blacks and concludes: "... so fundamental is the
difference between these two races of man, and it appears to be as
great in regard to mental capacities as in colour".60 And yet, as Eze
also points out, counter-arguments were widely circulated, indeed
were openly discussed, as the Kant-Herder debate demonstrates.6l

Camper, also writing in 1764, vigorously denied the existence of
fundamental differences between whites and blacks and questioned
whether white was the original colour of man.62 De Jaucourt's entry,
"Esclavage", in the Encyclopedie offers a sustained and passionate
rebuttal of the range of arguments used at the time to justifY slavery,
insisting that it is a practice contrary to both reason and nature.
Affirming the inalienable dignity and liberty natural to all men, his
entry shows that other positions were possible within the framework
of Enlightenment ideas. And yet even De Jaucourt resorts in other
entries to standard descriptions of the vices of the black man.63

The systems ofdifferentiation found in Buffon and the encyclopedistes,
and which influenced other Enlightenment thinkers, involved
overlapping moral, physical and aesthetic judgements of superiority
and inferiority that placed European man at the summit of what are
presented as natural hierarchies. It is impossible to doubt-whatever
their overt scientific intentions-that their classifications were
impelled by a search for distinction: whatever the criteria chosen,
they inevitably redounded to the credit of white men. The examples
in this article of the application to human variety of what were
claimed to be universal aesthetic standards illustrate how readily
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these judgements can be traduced by actual social and economic
relationships. Far from being independent of such power relationships,
aesthetic judgements were summoned to support traditional prejudice
and current social and economic realities.

Michel Foucault has identified a set of fundamental cleavages in
Western thought: reason against madness, truth opposed to falsehood,
that constitute not only the bases on which Western thought is
organised but form complex systems of exclusion and domination.f>l
In the discourses on human variety studied in this article we can
recognise the unquestioned prestige attributed not only to the claims
of reason, science, truth, and nature, but also to judgements of
beauty. Indeed judgements of beauty are conflated with judgements
about the rational, the natural, the moral, the true ("equally remote
from truth and from beauty" writes Buffon).65 The pair beauty/ugliness
thus functions in association with the other sets of oppositions as
another "principe d'exclusion ... un partage et un rejet".66 Foucault
argues further that all criteria of judgement and spheres of intellectual
activity in Western thought are increasingly drawn into the orbit of
truth c1aims.67 Thus, from the second half of the eighteenth century,
ever more determined attempts will be made to prove scientifically
the validity of aesthetic and moral hierarchies decided in advance
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